FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

WE-KO-PA CASINO RESORT RECEIVES TRIPADVISOR 2022 TRAVELERS’ CHOICE AWARD
Recognized for earning consistently great reviews, the award-winning property is ranked in the
top 10 percent of hotels worldwide
FORT McDOWELL, Ariz. – May 17, 2022 – The We-Ko-Pa Casino Resort is proud to announce that it has
been awarded a Tripadvisor 2022 Travelers’ Choice Award in recognition of its commitment to
hospitality excellence.
“This award is especially meaningful because it comes from the travelers themselves – the people who
play in our state-of-the-art casino, enjoy our luxurious accommodations, and dine at our variety of fast
and casual restaurants,” explained Craig Benell, director of marketing for the We-Ko-Pa Casino Resort.
“Their positive reviews validate our team members’ hard work and dedication, and motivate us to
continue providing exceptional guest experiences.”
The world’s largest travel guidance platform, Tripadvisor features more than one billion reviews of
nearly eight million businesses to help people make better informed decisions about where to stay,
what to do, and where to eat.
The Travelers’ Choice Awards recognize travelers’ favorite destinations, hotels, restaurants and things to
do based on feedback collected on TripAdvisor over a 12-month period. Winners are determined by the
quantity and quality of ratings as well as an additional editorial process. To be eligible, a property must
have been listed on Tripadvisor for at least a year, receive a threshold number of reviews within the
evaluation period, and maintain or exceed a minimum bubble rating.
About We-Ko-Pa Casino Resort
Owned and operated by the Fort McDowell Yavapai Nation, the spectacular 166,341-square-foot WeKo-Pa Casino Resort boasts state-of-the-art gaming, a variety of specialty fine and casual dining
restaurants, and live entertainment. The attached AAA Four Diamond hotel offers 246 luxurious
guestrooms and suites; 25,000 square feet of meeting space; and two resort-style outdoor pools.
The casino resort’s proximity to the two highly acclaimed courses at We-Ko-Pa Golf Club and numerous
outdoor activities at Fort McDowell Adventures make it the ideal destination for a vacation, business
function or special event.
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